
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

responsibility of achieving economy development  from view of  

Islamic  canon 

The topic of this thesis has tackled the economic development  as it's 

a group of activities aiming to achieve comfort and opulence that qualify it 

to stand by with the right of the granting in the land .   

       It is aiming to display the great value of  the responsibility, its 

causes  and its significance in achieving economy development as well as 

what comes as a result of  it such as  reward and punishment .The thesis 

also points to the concept , legitimate description, fields, the bases  which 

rises  it up, and who is in charge of achieving development  in the actual 

life of people. 

Depending on the descriptive and inductive curriculum which 

depends on describing the different phenomena and trying to understand 

and interpret them to reach to the relationship which adjust the changings 

and forming them in form of  disciplines and rules for the legal texts .     

 All what mentioned above have been researched in three chapters as 

follows: 

Chapter I: 

Talks about the responsibility  in three fields of research:  

The first field of research: The responsibility ;  the concept and  

importance   

The second field of research: describing responsibility and its sorts  

The third field of research: Causes  of the responsibility    

 



 

 

Chapter  II 

 Talks about responsibility in three searches : 

The first field of research: the concept of  development   

The second field of research: The legitimate description 

The third field of research: Bases of development 

Chapter  III 

 partakes of  responsibility of achieving economic development  

from view of  Islamic  canon in three fields of research: 

The first field of research: responsibility of  governments in 

achieving economic development . 

The second field of research: responsibility of societal  

organizations  in achieving economic development . 

The third field of research: responsibility of  individuals in 

achieving economic development. 

All these  for the sake of forming  a thought participates in treating  

snags of the fault in the constructions of intellectual  creating and society 

that disavowed  the action  responsibility or action corruption, also 

participates in enhancing  the soul of feeling responsibility and waking up 

its causes in the human self to jump forward  to meet generous life and 

civilizational development, therefore all people become happy under its 

shade  with a good life. 

Many results have produced as a result of this research. The 

most of them are as follows : 

 The responsibility : which means that man is responsible  for the 

actions ,therefore he is responsible for their outcomes .  



 

 

 The development is an organized process that struggles to move to a 

desirable condition that can achieve the community comfort and man 

promotion by what can be reached of aims of man existence in both 

levels  worship and maintenance  

The research has been enhanced  by a group of 

recommendations some of them are :  

  Taking care of planting the soul of responsibility in the 

young'shearts since the early stages of education starting with the 

family passing by the other different stages of  education.    

 Writing a scientific study that represents signposts for civil 

community organizations in its social interference , such as the civil 

society organizations and their roles in community development 

economically .  


